No Sweat. Smart Hydration Changes Everything.
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Q: How much should I hydrate while I'm exercising?
A: Hydrate regularly to match, but not exceed, your sweat rate.

recommends that athletes drink according to a consistent p an. He e's why…

You need to know your sweat rate. Sweat rates can vary greatly from individual to individual.

•

Performing light to moderate exercise in a cool dry environment, you can lose about a cup of
sweat or more per hour. Perform the same ex rcis in warm, humid weather and you can lose
more than a quart of sweat in an hour. Also the more acclimated to hot weather you become,
the more sweat you will lose.

•

As an athlete, a hydration plan p ovid s you with a guide to how often and how much fluid you
should drink. To do this right, you'll need to know your sweat rate, since sweat rates can be very
diﬀerent for each person. (calculat your sweat rate at www.hydration.thecoca-colacompany.com)

•

Drink plenty f fl ids during the 24-hour period before an event, especially during the m al
prior to ex rcise, o promote proper hydration before exercise.
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•

Co sume 14 to 20 ounces of fluid about two hours before exercise to stay hydrated and all w
time t excrete any excess water.

m
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Duri g exercise, drink to your sweat rate. Drink at regular intervals to replace water lost

t.c

•

marathoners and ultra marathoners who are out on the course for more than four hours.
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For strenuous exercise lasting longer than one hour, drink liquids th t contain four to eight
percent carbohydrates and approximately .5-.7 grams of sodium per lit r of water. Carbs help
delay fatigue, and electrolytes replace what you lose through sweating. (Regular sports drinks
are formulated in light of these recommendations.)

Q: I drink before. I drink during. Why do I need to drink again after exercise?

th

A: A smart hydration plan helps stop dehydration and over-hydration
in their tracks.
•

However, daily temperature and humidity chang s can have a big eﬀect on how much fluid you lose.
How quickly and completely you re-hydrate is critical if you plan to exercise again in a short time.
Re-hydration means more than replacing the amount of fluid you lose—it also means replacing the
electrolytes (primarily sodium) that you lose in sweat.

•

If you weigh and then re-hydrate with 16 ounces of fluid for every pound you lose, you'll quickly
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Ready,
Set,
Hydrate …
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H ydrat ion rules . F ind t he r igh t balance for you.
Q: How does dehydration aﬀect performance?
A: If you're dehydrated, your performance will suﬀer. Here's what happens…
Exercise generates body he t—lots of it—which your body primarily gets rid of by increasing blood
flow near the skin and through sweat. Dehydration compromises this process by decreasing your
blood volume and rate of sweating, making your heart work harder, and increasing your perceived

•

When nviro mental temperature goes up, performance goes down. When it's hot outside, your body
absorbs eat from the environment. As your body temperature rises, more blood goes to your skin to c ol
you, nd les oxygen-rich blood is available for your muscles, lungs, heart, and other organs.
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•
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Q When do I need a drink with carbohydrates and electrolytes?
A: Strenuous exercise lasting more than an hour takes more than wate …

One of the best ways to meet ACSM recommendations for carbohydrate in ke during exercise is to
drink a fluid replacement drink with four to eight percent carbohydrates

•

Sweet tasting fluid-replacement drinks taste good so you're apt to dri k more and get the carbs you

•

Fluid replacement drinks with added electrolytes are an easy wa to replace the sodium you lose in sweat.

•

Consuming a sports drink while training enhances fluid intak and delays fatigue.

•

Most regular sports drinks are specifically formulated to meet these recommendations.
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•

•
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Q: How do I keep from getting over-hydrated?
A: Follow a smart hydration plan to prevent dehydration AND over-hydration and
achieve a healthy balance.
Hyponatremia happens when you lose salt and fluids through sweat, but only replace fluid. It typically
aﬀects endurance athletes whose water consumption over several hours far exceeds the amount of sweat
they lose. As a result, they experience a dangerous electrolyte imbalance caused by low blood sodium levels.
hydration plan that provides not too much, but just the right amount of fluid to match sweat loss.
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Every day, the actions taken by our Company and our bottling partners
touch billions of lives. Whether we are purchasing ingredients from our
suppliers, creating our beverages, serving custom rs and consumers, or
supporting the communities where we operate, we strive to be a force for
lasting, positive change. We are indebted to our bottling partners, who
are responsible for implementing so many of our shared plans. Without
their leadership and dedication, our progress would not be possible.
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The economic, environmental and social implications of business are
more important than ever. In a world where populations are growing,
natural resources are stressed, communities are forced to do more with
less and our consumers’ expectations are expanding, we understand
that sustainability is core to our business continuity and how we create
long-term value.
This report is a reflection of the efforts being made today by the dedicated men
and women of The Coca-Cola Company d our bottling partners around the
world. Indeed, it is our bottling pa tners who are responsible for implementing
so many of our shared plans. Without their contribution, advancing this
important work would not be possibl
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A LETTER FROM OUR CHAIRMAN AND
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

DEAR STAKEHOLDERS:

The foundation of this wor is a systemwide sustainability framework called
LIVE POSITIVELY bui n our commitment to making a positive difference in the
world. LIVE POSITIVELY is embedded within our entire business at every level.
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We launched LIVE POSITIVELY three years ago with the understanding that
we would ocus our energy and efforts in the areas where our business has
the opportunity to make the greatest contribution to communities worldwide
and create value for our Company. So, we reevaluated our programs and we
narrowed our focus. In the environmental space, we focus on water, recycling
and managing our carbon emissions. In the active healthy living arena, we foc s
n physical activity and nutrition education and providing a variety of qu lity
beverages to consumers. In the workplace, we focus on protecting human r ghts,
creating safe, healthy workplaces for our associates, ethically sourcing materials
in our supply chain and championing diversity. And, in building sustainable
communities, we focus on supporting economic opportunity nd empowerment.
We have defined principles and set aggressive goals fo eac foc s area, and
we are committed to sharing our plans, success st ries and opportunities
for improvement.

LIVE POSITIVELY also is an integral componen of ou 2020 Vision—our roadmap
for winning together with our bottling partners— nd is a part of our business
planning process. The only way we will meet the goals and growth targets
outlined in our 2020 Vision is by creating and maintaining a sustainable business.
We recognize the need to create innovative new products, packaging and systems;
strengthen the world’s most advanced supply chain; enhance our presence in
communities and manage our impact on the world’s natural resources. We
also need to manage the issues we face, including the growing concerns over
obesity, and continue to take a leadership role in developing programs and
partnerships that are part of the solution. That is what sustainability is all about—
ensuring we are here today, tomorrow and for another 125 years.

2

The Coca-Cola Company
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© WWF/NaturalExposures.com

In Churchill, Manitoba, Canada—the polar
bear capital of the world—Muhtar traveled with
our global conservation partner World Wildlife
Fund (WWF), learning about the impacts of
climate change. We are worki g with WWF
on projects around the world to further our
environmental unders anding and progress.
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Two examples of our sustainability advancement are our new PlantBottle™
packaging and our “5 by 20” initiative. We aun h d PlantBottle packaging in
certain markets with Coca-Cola® and Das ni® brands in 2009, and we made the
commitment to expand our use of th innovation to more than 2 billion bottles
this year. The technology reduces o r use o petroleum-based materials in our
PET packaging by up to 30 percent and is th first PET plastic beverage bottle
made from renewable r sou ces t at can be recycled in the existing recycling
infrastructure. We will con inue
invest in PlantBottle packaging and introduce
it to new markets and beverages in the coming years. We announced “5 by 20” in
September 2010. “5 by 20 is our commitment to empower 5 million women inside
and outside the Coca-Cola system by 2020, and support their growth, innovation,
education and p osperity. I am confident this initiative will strengthen economic
opportunitie for women in the communities we serve and help us grow our
bus ness in markets around the world. I am personally championing this initiative.
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We have lways linked the success of our business to the strength of the
communities in which we operate. If they aren’t thriving, there is a strong
likelihood that our business will suffer. The decisions we make are related to
building more sustainable communities and earning our social license to operate—
an intrinsic value of sustainability. I see maintaining our social license to operate
as a responsibility of every associate in the Coca-Cola system, and it tarts with
me. As much as my title is Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, it s equally as
much CSO—Chief Sustainability Officer. And it is a respo sib ity I am keenly
aware of and am stewarding every day.
In the pages of this report you will see our sustainabil ty strategy, goals,
progress and areas for improvement. You also will learn about some of our key
partnerships and the rationale for what we do and why we do it. We are today,
and always will be, a company committed to making a positive difference in
the world, and we are working every day to deliver on this commitment.
Very truly yours,

Muhtar Kent
Chairman of the Board of Directors and Chief Executive Officer
December 2010

2009/2010 Sustainability Review
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GOALS AND MEASUREMENT

TRANSPARENCY
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Our sustainability reporting is evolving. Each year we work to provide a more robust
and informative report to our stakeholders. We also work to employ improved metrics
and goal setting.1 While we discuss initiatives and programs, as well as progress
from year to year, we recognize the need to report additional quan ifiabl metrics
and targets. A summary of our sustainability goals and our pe orman e against
our current metrics can be found on pages I–IV.

We believe commitment is meaningless without accountability. The scrutiny we face
from a global audience is high, and the need or in eased transparency continues
to grow beyond the requests of our critics t those of our customers, partners
and consumers.
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We value an open and honest dialogue with ou stakeholders, and we are continually
advancing the information we sha e with ur st keholders. In this report, you will
see global targets for each of he co areas of LIVE POSITIVELY as well as progress
reports against goals that w hav disclosed in previous years. We also have expanded
the parameters for which we a e disclosing data publicly and in this report.

THIRD-PARTY ASSURANCE
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The content f thi report has been assured through a rigorous internal verification
process, whi h inclu ed verifying qualitative and quantitative claims and data. We
also had all fac data, claims and corresponding text in this report independently
verifi to a mited level of assurance by FIRA Sustainability. Their assurance
st eme t, which includes a description of the work undertaken, is on page 41.
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LISTENING TO OUR STAKEHOLDERS
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Our contribution to sustainable development and the benefits to our business can
be greatly magnified when we work together with our bottling partners, customers
and other stakeholders. Since publishing our most recent Sustainability Review in
November 2009, we have received feedback from internal and external s akeholders
on what content should be added to or expanded in this year’s report. Thes
stakeholders include shareowners, associates, bottling partn rs, suppliers government
partners, students, nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), custom rs and consumers.
We have used their feedback to help shape this report, incl ding our level of
transparency, and the variety of topics and issues we address.
We also receive feedback from stakeholders by email. This is a valuable tool for us
to understand your thoughts and concerns. We invite you to send your comments,
suggestions and critiques on our sustainability practices as well as the content of
this report to sustainability@na.ko.com.

OTHER REPORTS
A detailed description of our business operations and financial performance is provided
in our 2009 Annual Report on Form 10-K and our 2009 Annual Review. Both of these
reports, and other reports filed with the SEC, are available on our Company website
at www.investors.thecoca-colacompany.com.
1

Some goals are “stretch” aspirations, and at times, despite our efforts, marketplace
and other conditions may impact our ability to meet these goals.

2009/2010 Sustainability Review
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Communicating
Sweetener Safety
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Consumer demand for great-tasting beverages with low- or no-cal rie options
continues to grow. Low- and no-calorie sweeteners provide consumer with beverage
options without compromising flavor or taste. Sweet tastes usua ly come from one of
two types of sweeteners: caloric sweeteners, like sugar which provides 16 calories per
teaspoon, and low- and no-calorie sweeteners, which pr vide few or no calories.

Low- and No-Calorie Sweeteners
Acesulfame potassium (Ace-K
or acesulfame K) is a no-calorie
sweetener that is approximately
200 times sweeter than sugar.
Thousands of food and beverage
products sweetened with acesulfame
K can be found in approximately
90 countries, including Australia,
Canada, most of Europe, Japan
and the United States.
Aspartame is one of the most
thoroughly researched food
ingredients in use today. It is about
200 times sweeter than sugar and
used in more than 6,000 products
around the world. In addition to
approval from the European Food

1

Cyclamate is a low-calorie sweetener
approximately 30 times sweeter than
sugar. Although the FDA withdrew its
approval of cyclamate in 1969, since
then, more than 75 scientific studies
have proven it to be safe for human
consumption. Independent scientists
of the UN Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO) and the World
Health Organization’s (WHO)
Joint Expert Committee on Food
Additives (JECFA) have consistently
affirmed the safety of cyclamate
for use as a sweetener in foods
and beverages, as have regulatory
agencies in Australia, Europe and
many other countries. As result,
cyclamate is now permitted or use
in more than 50 countries around
the world.

Stevia extract—the best-tasting
part of the leaf of the stevia plant—
is about 200 times sweeter than
sugar. Truvia™ is the brand name for
stevia extract used in our beverages.
Stevia extract’s safety has been
established by more than 25 years
of scientific research and the
publication of safety studies fr m a
rigorous, comprehensive scien fic
research program commissio ed by
The Coca-Cola Comp ny and argill.
Stevia extract achieved Gener ly
Recognized As Safe status in the
United States in December 2008
and also has been approved as safe
by E SA and the FAO-WHO JECFA.
We hav more than 20 beverages in
fi e ountr s weetened with stevia
extract n combination with other
natural weeteners like fruit juice,
sug , honey and other natural
low- and no-calorie sweeteners.
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H h fruc ose corn syrup (HFCS)
is a sweeten r made from corn. It
s used o weeten many foods and
be erages sold in the United States
and other countries. It has the
me number of calories as and is
nutritionally equivalent to sugar.

Safety Authority (EFSA) and the
U.S. Food and Drug Administration
(FDA), regulatory agencies in more
than 100 countries have approved
aspartame for use in foods
and beverages.
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Caloric Sweeteners
Table sugar, or sucrose, is ade from
sugar cane or sugar beets. It is
carbohydrate and provides 4 calories
(17 kilojoules) pe gram. The mount
of sugar and ca orie in parkling
beverages is ab t the ame as the
am unt ound in ma y fruit juices.1
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We continue to invest in research around sweeteners and work to educate consumers
on the sweeteners we use in our beverages. Our we tener strategy is to choose
the best sweetener for our beverages without compromising taste or quality while
also meeting regulatory requirements f r a gi en market. All of the sweeteners used
in our products meet strict regulatory standard and are deemed safe by national
governments in the countries in which we sell them.

Saccharin is a no-calorie sweetener
approximately 300 times as sweet as
sugar. It has been used in foods and
beverages for more than 125 years.
Saccharin is permitted for use in
foods and beverages in more than
100 countries around the world
and is safe for all populations.

Sucralose is derived from sugar
but is nearly 600 times sweeter.
It does not contribute calories to
the diet. It is permitted for use in
foods and beverages in more than
40 countries, including Australia,
Canada, Mexico and the United
States. Numerous studies have
shown, and the American Diabetes
Association has affirmed, that
sucralose can be safely consumed
by people with diabetes.

Fruit juices provide additional nutrients.

Learn more at www.sweeteners.thecoca-colacompany.com.

2009/2010 Sustainability Review
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Managing
Workplace Safety
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Our commitment to Occupational Safety and Health (OSH) is emb dded into
everything we do in our Company. We are committed to provi ing a safe and healthy
work environment for all our associates and contractors.
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While our overall incident rate continued to improve in 2009, we regretfully had four
associates and three contractors who lost their lives while performing work for our
Company. Four of these deaths were the result of travel-related incidents. We take
these tragic losses very seriously and continue to learn from them as we strengthen
our OSH programs. We continue to monitor the safe y performance of our operations
through regular independent assessme ts ag inst our Company standards and
requirements as well as applicable laws and r ulations.
We continue to improve our safety nd h alth programs and results. We believe that
visible, demonstrated leadership commitment and a strong health and safety culture
are key drivers of this improv ment. We also believe in elevating the capability of our
OSH resources in order to drive continual improvement. Finally, we strive to improve
on our data reporting accur cy as well as on critical issues such as road traffic safety.

Lost Time In ident Rate

2006

2007

2009

2008

2.6

2.1

2.3

2.2

15,226

20,837

29,407

24,621
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L st Days

2005
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COMPANY WORK-RELATED INJURY AND ILLNESS RATES

1.9

19,21

t.c

Lost Time Incident Rate—Based on lost-time incidents per 200,000 hours worked. Our definition of incidents is
inclusive of those with days lost, restricted or transferred.

lo

Data above reflect the total collected data for associates and casual contractors of The Coca-Cola Com ny and
Company-owned bottling operations, not the Coca-Cola system. For 2009, we have 135 percent more asso iates
represented in the data versus 2005 due to increased data collection, new hires and acquisitions d
this t ef ame.

In 2009, we developed
mandatory safety
traini g for all Company
as ociates, in addition to
raining required by their
local organizations. We
also delivered advanced
training to safety leaders
in targeted geographies.

•
•
•
•
•
•
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In 2009, we collaborated with our bottling partners
to issue our Occupational Safety and Health
Commitment, including our vision to make and
deliver our products and provide services with a
goal of zero work-related injuries and illnesses.
Our commitment focuses on six key principles:
Safety and health can and will be managed
Occupational injuries and illnesses are preven ble.
Nothing we do is worth injury or illness.
Safe behavior is a fundamental job requirement.
Everyone is responsible for safety and health.
Our safety performance is important for our business.

Learn more at www.safety.thecoca-colacompany.com.

2009/2010 Sustainability Review
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At The Coca-Cola Company, we are guided by our established standards of corporate governance
and ethics. We continually review our systems to ensure transparency and accountability. Our Board
of Directors is elected by the shareowners to oversee their interest in th long-term health, financial
strength and overall success of the Company. The Board serves as the ultimate decision-making
body of the Company, except for those matters reserved to or sh red ith th hareowners. The
Board carries out its responsibilities through the work performed by its seven standing committees:
Audit Committee, Compensation Committee, Committee on Dire tors a d Corporate Governance,
Executive Committee, Finance Committee, Management Deve opment Committee, and Public
Issues and Diversity Review Committee. The Board selec s and ov rsees members of senior
management, who are charged by the Board with conducti g the business of the Company. Our
Board currently has 14 members, 13 of whom are not employe s of The Coca-Cola Company.
The Corporate Governance Guidelines, along with h Board Committee Charters and the key
practices of the Board, provide the founda on for corporate governance at The Coca-Cola Company.
The Corporate Governance Guidelines addr ss su h areas as the Board’s mission and responsibilities;
Director qualifications; determination of Direc or independence; Chief Executive Officer compensation
and performance evaluation; and m nageme succession planning.
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE, ETHICS AND
THIRD-PARTY VERIFICATION

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

CODES OF BUSINESS CONDUCT
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Our Company’s Code f B siness Conduct, which is available in 19 languages on both our internal
and external website gu es our business conduct, requiring accountability, honesty and integrity
in all matters. All assoc ates f the Company and its majority-owned subsidiaries are required to read
and understand he Code and follow its precepts in the workplace and larger community. The Code
is administer d by he E hics and Compliance Committee (various members of the Company’s
senior lead rship) w th oversight by the Company’s Chief Financial Officer, General Counsel and the
Audit omm ttee of the Board, which is composed solely of independent Directors. Non-employee
Direct rs of Th Coca-Cola Company and its subsidiaries are bound by a Code of Business Conduct
f Non Empl yee Directors that reflects the same principles and values as the Code but focuses
on ma ters of most relevance to non-employee Directors. This non-employee Director Code is
adminis ered by the Committee on Directors and Corporate Governance of the Board, which is
composed solely of independent Directors.

t.c
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E hicsLine is a website and toll-free telephone line for associates, customers, suppliers and onsume s
of The Coca-Cola Company to ask a question or make a report regarding the Compan ’ Code of
Business Conduct, Workplace Rights Policy or other ethics and compliance matters. he information
submitted is treated confidentially.

ANTI-CORRUPTION

lo

Our Company’s long-standing commitment to doing business with integrity mean voiding corruption
in any form, including bribery, and complying with the anti-co ruption laws o the countries where
we operate. The Company’s Anti-Bribery Policy provides guidan e on how to conduct business in
a fair, ethical and legal manner.
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We conduct periodic anti-bribery assessments and aud ts of our usiness to raise overall awareness,
detect potential misconduct and monitor compliance with anti-co uption laws and Company policy.
We have reviewed practices at all our business units for isks r l t d to corruption, and we concentrate
our assessments and audits on the highest-risk lo ations.
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In 2010, we conducted an anonymous survey f mo tha 600 associates who directly and indirectly
manage our interactions with governme t official across our global operations. The survey collected
direct feedback on how our anti-co ruptio program is working and to ensure compliance with our
policy and supporting procedures. Su vey re ults indicated a very high degree of knowledge of the
Company’s Anti-Bribery Policy.
We remain an active participant in several global forums on anti-corruption, including membership in
the World Economic Forum’s Partnering Against Corruption Initiative and the UN Global Compact’s
Anti-Corruption Working Group. Through these engagements, we have been able to continuously
identify and share anti-corruption best practices.
We have conducted a pilot program to screen vendors and potential vendors deemed to be
high-risk and obtain their agreement to abide by the Company’s Anti-Bribery Policy. The
program will be launched globally by the end of 2010.
40

The Coca-Cola Company
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This report may contain statements, estimates or projections that constitute “forward-looking
statements” as defined under U.S. federal securities laws. Generally, the words “believe,” “expect,”
“intend,” “estimate,” “anticipate,” “project,” “will” and similar expressio s identify forwardlooking statements, which generally are not historical in nature. Forward-loo ing statements are
subject to certain risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results t diffe materially from
The Coca-Cola Company’s historical experience and our present e pec ations or projections. These
risks include, but are not limited to, obesity and other health conce s; sca city and quality of water;
changes in the nonalcoholic beverages business environment, including changes in consumer
preferences based on health and nutrition considerations and obes ty concerns; shifting consumer
tastes and needs, changes in lifestyles and competitive product and pricing pressures; impact of
the global credit crisis on our liquidity and financial performan e; increased competition; our ability
to expand our operations in developing and em rging markets; foreign currency exchange rate
fluctuations; increases in interest rates; our abi ty to
intain good relationships with our bottling
partners; the financial condition of our bottl ng partners increases in income tax rates or changes
in income tax laws; increases in indirect taxes or ne indirect taxes; our ability and the ability of our
bottling partners to maintain good labo relati ns, including the ability to renew collective bargaining
agreements on satisfactory terms a d avoid s es, work stoppages or labor unrest; increase in the
cost, disruption of supply or sho tage f energy; ncrease in cost, disruption of supply or shortage of
ingredients or packaging materi ls; chan es in l ws and regulations relating to beverage containers
and packaging, including c ntaine deposit, recycling, eco-tax and/or product stewardship laws or
regulations; adoption of sig ificant additional labeling or warning requirements; unfavorable general
economic conditions n th United States or other major markets; unfavorable economic and political
conditions in international m rkets, including civil unrest and product boycotts; changes in commercial
or market practic s nd business model within the European Union; litigation uncertainties; adverse
weather conditions our ility to maintain brand image and corporate reputation as well as other
product issues s ch s product recalls; changes in legal and regulatory environments; changes in
accoun ing s andards and taxation requirements; our ability to achieve overall long-term goals; our
ability o p otec our information systems; additional impairment charges; our ability to successfully
manage Company-owned bottling operations; the impact of climate change on our business; global
or regional catastrophic events; risks related to our acquisition of Coca-Cola Enterprises Inc.’s North
Americ operations; and other risks discussed in our Company’s filings with the U.S. Securities and
E change Commission (SEC), including our Annual Report on Form 10-K, and Quarterly Reports
on orm 10-Q, which filings are available from the SEC. You should not place undue reliance on
f ward-looking statements, which speak only as of the date they are made. The Coca-Cola Company
undertakes no obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statements.
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FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS, ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT
AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY POLICY

FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS

t.c

ENVIRONMENTAL STATEMENT
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A healthy environment, locally and globally, is vital to our business and to th ommunities where
we operate. We view protection of the environment as a journey, not a destina ion. We began that
journey a number of years ago, and it continues today. Each employee of The Co a-Cola Company
has responsibility for stewardship of our natural resources and must str ve to c nduct business in
ways that protect and preserve the environment. Our employee busi ess par ers, suppliers and
consumers must all work together to continuously find innovative ays fost r the efficient use of
natural resources, the prevention of waste and the sound manageme t of water. Doing so not only
benefits the environment, it makes good business sense

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY POLICY

th

The Coca-Cola Company values all employees and the con ibutions they make. Consistent with
this value, the Company reaffirms its long-standing mmitment to equal opportunity and affirmative
action in employment, which are integr l pa ts o our corporate environment. The Company strives
to create an inclusive work environment fr of disc mination and physical or verbal harassment with
respect to race, gender, color, nationa origin, religion, age, disability, sexual orientation, gender identity
and/or expression, or veteran status. We will m ke reasonable accommodations in the employment of
qualified individuals with disabilities, for rel gi us beliefs and whenever else appropriate.
The Company maintains equal employment opportunity functions to ensure adherence to all laws
and regulations, and to Company policy in the areas of equal employment opportunity and affirmative
action. All managers are expected to implement and enforce the Company policy of nondiscrimination,
equal employment opportunity and affirmative action, as well as to prevent acts of harassment within
their assigned area of responsibility. Further, it is a part of every individual’s responsibility to maintain
a work environment that reflects the spirit of equal opportunity and prohibits harassment.
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Including Well-Being Facts
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The Coca-Cola Company
July 2012
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Our Position on
Obesity

Background
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Our Position on Obesity
All over the world, our consumers are telling us they care about their ell-be ng, and we care too. We
recognize the health of our business is interwoven with the we l-be ng of our consumers, our employees
and the communities we serve. The prevalence of overweight nd obe ity is one of today’s most critical
health concerns. According to the World Health Organization (WHO), “Worldwide obesity has more than
doubled since 1980. … In 2008, more than 1.4 billion adults, 20 and older, were overweight. Of these
over 200 million men and nearly 300 million wome we obese…” (WHO, 2012)
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WHO defines overweight and obesity “as abnormal or e essive fat accumulation that may impair
health.” (WHO, 2012) WHO states that “[t]he undamental cause of obesity and overweight is an energy
imbalance between calories consumed and alories expended,” due to a global increased intake of
energy-dense foods and decrease in p ysical a tivity
“Overweight” is considered to be a Body M ss Index (BMI)1 greater than or equal to 25, and ‘obesity’ a
BMI greater than or equal to 30. (WHO, 2012) The (U.S.) Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) states that other useful measures of obesity include waist circumference and skin-fold thickness.
(CDC, 2012)

Our Position
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Obesity a seri us and complex global health problem that requires the collective efforts of
everyone – individuals; academia; professional societies; communities; businesses and
governm nts – to solve. And that includes The Coca-Cola Company.
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There is widespread consensus that weight gain is primarily the result of an imbalance of e ergy
– pecifically too many calories consumed versus expended.

lo
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When it comes to managing weight, it is important to balance the calories you take in with the
calories you burn. To lose weight, you need to either burn more calories or con ume f wer
calories or both. The concept of balancing calories in and out is what he experts refer to as
“energy balance.”
People consume many different foods and beverages, so no one single ood or beverage alone is
responsible for people being overweight or obese. But all calorie count whatever food or
beverage they come from, including those from our caloric be erage .

eb

We recognize the uniqueness of consumers’ lifestyle and die ary choices. All of our products
can be part of an active, healthy lifestyle that includes a sensible, balanced diet and regular
physical activity.

th

Consumers who want to reduce the calories they onsume from beverages can choose from our
continuously expanding portfolio of low- and no-calorie beverages, as well as our regular
beverages in smaller portion sizes
We are helping to develop workable solutions to address obesity – by partnering with
government, academia, health societies and other responsible members of civil society.

1

2

BMI is defined as a person’s weight in kilograms divided by the square of his height in meters (kg/m ).
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Our Commitments
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To help develop workable solutions to address obesity, we have made the fol owing commitments:
Use Evidence-Based Science: We are
committed to using evidence-based science to
guide the choices we offer and the way we
educate about those choices;

Innovate: We are committed to investing in the
innovation of sweeteners, products, packag ng,
equipment and marketing that fosters active,
healthy living;
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Execute & Educate Around Choice: We a
committed to bringing real cho ce to consum rs
everywhere, and educating them on the role
our variety of beverages can play in sensible,
balanced diets and active healthy lifestyles;
Inform With Tran parency: We are committed
to being transparent ab ut the nutritional
content of our products;
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Market Respon ibly: We are committed to
resp nsib ma keting of our products,
honoring the rights of parents and caregivers,
and informing and educating consumers about
the b verages we provide; and

t.c
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Promote Active, Healthy Living: We are
committed to being part of workable solutions
to the problems facing society related to
obesity by assisting our associates and their
families, as well as the communities that we
serve, in promoting active, healthy living.
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Well-Being Facts About Our Company and Brands
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Our Global Beverage Portfolio

Globally, we are the largest provider of sparkling beverages1, ady-to-drink (RTD) juices and
juice drinks, and RTD coffee. Our beverage portfolio in ludes more than 500 brands, including
the world’s most valuable brand, Coca-Cola, as well as anta, Sprite, glaceau vitaminwater,
Powerade, Minute Maid, Simply and Georgia.

•

We have 15 billion-dollar brands that show ase the variety and choice in our portfolio:
Coca-Cola, Diet Coke, Coca-Cola Zero, Spr e, Fanta, Minute Maid, Powerade, Aquarius, Dasani,
vitaminwater, Georgia, Sokenbicha, S mply, Minute Maid Pulpy and Del Valle.

•

Through the world’s largest be erage distribution system, consumers in more than 200
countries enjoy the Company’s everages at a rate of 1.8 billion servings a day.
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•

We continue to expand u b erage portfolio to meet consumers’ evolving needs and
preferences. We offer more than 3,500 beverages around the world, three times the number we
offered a decade ago and more than 10 times the number we offered 20 years ago.

•

Today, we have a Co a-Cola for everyone with 23 different “Coca-Cola trademark products” for
which t e trademark incorporates “Coca-Cola” or “Coke,” including Coca-Cola, Coca-Cola Light,
Diet Coke, Coke Zero, Caffeine Free Coca-Cola, Caffeine Free Diet Coke and Cherry Coke. (Note:
These p oducts are not available in all retail outlets.)
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•

•

We are committed to providing a variety of products for every lifestyle and occasion.

t.c
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All of our products can be part of an active, healthy lifestyle that includes a sensible, alance
diet and regular physical activity.

Consumers who want to reduce the calories2 they consume from beverages can hoo e from
our continuously expanding portfolio of low- and no-calorie3 beverage as well as our regular
beverages in smaller portion sizes. We provide more than 800 low nd no calorie beverages,
nearly 25% of our global portfolio. Nineteen of our top 20 brand have a low- or no-calorie
alternative or are low- or no-calorie.

•

As part of our commitment to choice, low- and no-calo ie op ions o our caloric products are
commonly available. For example, in many developed ountries around the world, consumers
can find Diet Coke, Coca-Cola Light or Coke Zero in m re than 90% of places where Coke is sold.
In some countries, like the U.S., France, Spain, ew Zea and, the U.K. and others, availability is
even higher – consumers can find Die Coke, Coca-Cola Light or Coke Zero in nearly every store
Coke is sold.4
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•
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Our Global Beverage Portfolio – Innovation

•
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In 2011, we launched more than 500 new products globally, including portion controlled options for
regular calorie beverages and more than 100 low- and no-calorie bev rage , approximately one-fifth of
all new product launches.
We continue to increase the fortified products we of er and h ve products with added vitamins,
minerals and other beneficial ingredients. Some exampl s include:
-
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-

Minute Maid Antiox - Contains antioxidants from fruits (Spain)
Minute Maid Kids+ - Orange juice w h esse tial nutrients for children, including
vitamins A, C, D, E and calcium (USA)
Minute Maid NutriBoost - Dai y and juice drink fortified with essential nutrients
(Thailand and Vietnam)
Minute Maid Pulpy Su er Milk - Fort fied with whey protein and contains fruit bits
(China)
NutriJuice - For ified with four vitamins and minerals focused on providing iron to
children with iron eficiencies (Philippines)

-

Our Global Beverage Portfolio – Calories
Total Portfolio
•

Nearly ne-quarter of our global volume is low- and no-calorie.

om

Since 2000 our verage calories per serving have decreased by 9% globally.

th

•

Mo e than one-third of incremental volume growth over the last 15 years has been in low- and
o-calorie beverages.

t.c
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Spark ng Portfolio

Thirteen percent (13%) of our global sparkling volume is in low- and no-calorie b verages.

•

Fifteen percent (15%) of our incremental sparkling volume growth over he last 15 years has
been in low- and no-calorie beverages.

•

Eighteen percent (18%) of our global Coca-Cola trademark v lum is low and no-calorie.

•

For each of our key global sparkling brands, there exists a low- or no-calorie version. (Note:
“key” is defined as trademarks that cumulatively repre ent 95% of TCCC volume; “global” is
defined as those brands that are manufactured in 2 r more operating groups. These products
are not available in all retail outlets.)
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•
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Eurasia Africa Beverage Portfolio – Calories
Total Portfolio
Fifteen percent (15%) of our volume in Eurasia Africa is low- or no- alorie

•

Twenty percent (20%) of our incremental volume growth ver he last 15 years has been in lowand no-calorie beverages.

Sparkling Portfolio
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•

Four percent (4%) of our sparkling volume in Eurasia Af ica is low- and no-calorie.

•

In Eurasia Africa, 4% of our incremental sparkling olume growth over the last 15 years has been
in low- and no-calorie.

•

Five percent (5%) of our Coca-Cola trademark volume in Eurasia Africa is low- and no-calorie.
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Europe Beverage Portfo io – Calories
Total Portfolio
•

Thirty percent (3 %) of our volume in Europe is low- and no-calorie.

•

In Europe, nearly 59% of our incremental volume growth over the last 15 years has been in lowand no- alorie beverages.

om

Sparkling P rtfo o

Twenty- wo percent (22%) of our sparkling volume in Europe is low- and no-calorie.

•

In Eu ope, more than half of our incremental sparkling volume growth over the last 15 yea s ha
b n in low- and no-calorie beverages.
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Twenty-six percent (26%) of our Coca-Cola trademark volume in Europe is low and no calorie.
In 1999, 17% of the Coca-Cola trademark volume in Europe was low- and no-ca orie. I 1980, 0%
of our Coca-Cola trademark volume in Europe was low- and no-calori

Total Portfolio

lo

Latin America Beverage Portfolio – Calories
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•

Eighteen percent (18%) of our volume in Latin America is low- nd no calorie.

•

In Latin America, nearly 29% of our incremental volum growth over the last 15 years has been
in low- and no-calorie beverages.

Sparkling Portfolio
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•

Six percent (6%) of our sparkling volume in La in America is low- and no-calorie.

•

In Latin America, 9% of our increme al sparkling volume growth over the last 15 years has been
in low- and no-calorie beverages.

•

Seven percent (7%) of our Coca-Cola trademark volume in Latin America is low- and no-calorie.

July 2012
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North America Beverage Portfolio – Calories
Total Portfolio
Over the past decade, our average calories per serving has de reased nearly 11% in the United
States.

•

Nearly one-third of our volume in North America is low- and no-calorie.

•

In North America, 53% of our incremental volume growth over the last 15 years has been in lowand no-calorie beverages.

Sparkling Portfolio
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•

Nearly one-third of our sparkling volume in North America is low and no-calorie.

•

In North America, all of our increme tal spar ling volume growth over the last 15 years has
been in low- and no-calorie be erages
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•

In 2011, Coca-Cola Zero de vered double-digit volume growth for the fifth consecutive year in
North America.

•

When Diet Coke was nt oduced in the United States in 1982, 1% of our servings sold were lowand no-calorie. n 1999, 32% of our Coca-Cola trademark volume in North America was low- and
no-calorie. To ay, 41% of our Coca-Cola trademark volume in North America is low- and nocalorie.
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Additi nal Fac s

Be ween 2000 and 2010, the number of calories Americans consumed from caloric sweeteners,
such s sucrose and HFCS, declined by more than 11%.

m
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Pacific Beverage Portfolio – Calories
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Total Portfolio

Twenty-two percent (22%) of our volume in the Pacific is low- and no calorie.

•

In the Pacific, nearly 34% of our incremental volume growth over the last 15 years has been in
low- and no-calorie beverages.

Sparkling Portfolio

lo

•

Six percent (6%) of our sparkling volume in the Pac fic is low and no-calorie.

•

In the Pacific, 9% of our incremental sparkling volume growth over the last 15 years has been in
low- and no-calorie beverages.

•

Eleven percent (11%) of our Coca-Cola trademark ol me in the Pacific is low- and no-calorie.
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Global Responsible Marketing Commitments and Related Facts
Responsible Marketing Policy
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We have a Responsible Marketing Policy that covers all our beverages, and we do not market any
products directly to children under 12. This means we will not buy advertisin directly targeted at
audiences that are more than 35% children under 12. Our policy applies to television, radio, print, and,
where data is available, to the Internet and mobile phones.

Global School Beverage Guidelines

Honoring the rights of parents and caregivers to make choices for their children is the cornerstone of
our responsible marketing practices. We believe n commer ial-free classrooms for children and respect
the decisions by parents and schools around what beverages are made available.
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For several years, we have had voluntary industry hool beverage guidelines in Europe, the United
States, Canada, New Zealand and Aust alia In 2010, we developed The Coca-Cola Company Global
School Beverage Guidelines, which guid our p actices across the more than 200 countries where our
products are consumed.
• We will not offer our bev ages in primary schools unless asked by parents, caregivers or school
authorities to meet hydration needs.
• In secondary schools, w will offer a range of beverages (including water, juices and other
beverages in bo h r gular and low-calorie/calorie-free versions).
• We will provide fact-based nutrition information to promote informed choice and will make
every ef or to ensure that vending and cooling equipment is accompanied by messages
pro oting active and balanced lifestyles.

Global Active Healthy Living (Energy Balance) and Nutrition Education
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All over the world, our consumers are telling us they care about their health, and we are to
We take seriously that people want a wide variety of beverages and packages to mee their
needs for refreshment, enjoyment, nutrition and hydration. That’s why we wo k so hard to
provide a variety of products for every lifestyle and occasion. And, it’s why we ake a threepronged approach to educating people on the importance of energy alance, providing variety
in our products and package sizes and encouraging active, healthy lifestyles tha include a
sensible, balanced diet and regular physical activity.
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•

We believe in the importance and power of ‘informed choic ’ and cont nue to support factbased nutrition labeling and education and initiatives that encourage people to live active,
healthy lifestyles.

•

In September 2009, we were the first beverage company o commit to front-of-pack energy
labeling globally on nearly all our packaging by he end of 2011, and we have met this target.

•

In February 2010, Coca-Cola North Ameri a joined the U.S. beverage industry in supporting Mrs.
Obama’s childhood obesity initiative wit a “Clear on Calories” commitment.

•

In addition to our product and packagi g innovations, we support more than 250 nutrition
education and physical activity initiatives in more than 100 countries. We’re committed to have
a physical activity program in every country where we operate by 2015.
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In 2011, we spent approximately $8.5 million on Active, Healthy Living and Health and Wellness
programs.

•

We offer beverages with and without calories and are helping to d velop workable solutions to
address obesity – by partnering with government, academia, health ocieties and other
responsible members of civil society.

Notes
1
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•

Sparkling beverages = sparkling soft drinks (sparkling wa r, juice, tea, coffee and sports drinks are
excluded).

2

3
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The term “calorie” is a commonly used term referring to the scientifically-accurate term, “kilocalorie.”
An alternate measurement, “kilojoule,” is us d in some countries. Both terms are measurements of the
energy provided by a food or beverage and the energy used by the body.
• 1 kilocalorie = 4.18 k ojou s
• 1 kilojoule = 0.24 kiloca r
For the purpose of comp ing this data, “low- and no-calorie” is defined as 0 to 25 calories per 8 fluid
oz. (240 mL) serving.
4
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Data reported re f om The Nielsen Company. Data are not available for all countries and do not
include all retail utlets or channels.
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